Cambridge Illustrated Handbook of Optoelectronics and Photonics Quantum Heterostructures provides a detailed description of the key physical and engineering principles of quantum semiconductor heterostructures. Blending important concepts from physics, materials science, and electrical engineering, it also explains clearly the behavior and operating features of modern microelectronic and optoelectronic devices. The authors begin by outlining the trends that have driven development in this field, most importantly the need for high-performance devices in computer, information, and communications technologies. They then describe the basics of quantum nanoelectronics, including various transport mechanisms. In the latter part of the book, they cover novel microelectronic devices, and optical devices based on quantum heterostructures. The book contains many homework problems and is suitable as a textbook for undergraduate and graduate courses in electrical engineering, physics, or materials science. It will also be of great interest to those involved in research or development in microelectronic or optoelectronic devices.


Optoelectronics, an Introduction "Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides" gives a complete theoretical basis of optical fibers and planar lightwave circuits, while being the first book to deal with the principles and applications of Arrayed Waveguide Grating multiplexers and Planar Lightwave Circuits. This comprehensive book enables researchers and graduate students working with optoelectronics to acquire and utilize the analysis techniques necessary for designing and simulating novel optical fibers and devices.
Making Beautiful Deep-Sky Images Explore Modern Communications and Understand Principles of Operations, Appropriate Technologies, and Elements of Design of Communication Systems Modern society requires a different set of communication systems than has any previous generation. To maintain and improve the contemporary communication systems that meet ever-changing requirements, engineers need to know how to recognize and solve cardinal problems. In Essentials of Modern Communications, readers will learn how modern communication has expanded and will discover where it is likely to go in the future. By discussing the fundamental principles, methods, and techniques used in various communication systems, this book helps engineers assess, troubleshoot, and fix problems that are likely to occur. In this reference, readers will learn about topics like: How communication systems respond in time and frequency domains Principles of analog and digital modulations Application of spectral analysis to modern communication systems based on the Fourier series and Fourier transform Specific examples and problems, with discussions around their optimal solutions, limitations, and applications Approaches to solving the concrete engineering problems of modern communications based on critical, logical, creative, and out-of-box thinking For readers looking for a resource on the fundamentals of modern communications and the possible issues they face, Essentials of Modern Communications is instrumental in educating on real-life problems that engineering students and professionals are likely to encounter.

Choice This comprehensive book guides you through to a clear understanding of the development, fundamentals, operation characteristics, and application methods of semiconductor Raman lasers.

Optical Electronics The subject of semiconductor physics today includes not only many of the aspects that constitute solid state physics, but also much more. It includes what happens at the nanoscale and at surfaces and interfaces, behavior with few interaction events and few carriers — electrons and their quasi-particle holes — in the valence bands, the exchange of energies in various forms, the coupling of energetic events over short and long length scales, quantum reversibility tied to macroscale linearity and eventually to nonlinearities, the thermodynamic and statistical consequences of fluctuation-dissipation, and others. This text brings together traditional solid-state approaches from the 20th century with developments of the early part of the 21st century, to reach an understanding of semiconductor physics in its multifaceted forms. It reveals how an understanding of what happens within the material can lead to insights into what happens in its use. The collection of four textbooks in the Electroscience series culminates in a comprehensive understanding of nanoscale devices — electronic, magnetic, mechanical and optical — in the 4th volume. The series builds up to this last subject with volumes devoted to underlying semiconductor and solid-state physics.

American Book Publishing Record A world list of books in the English language.

Optoelectronics Optoelectronic devices are currently being developed at an extraordinary rate. Organic light-emitting diodes, photovoltaic devices and electro-optical modulators are pivotal to the future of displays, photosensors and solar cells, and communication technologies. This book details the theories underlying the mechanisms involved in the relevant organic materials and covers, at a basic level, how the organic components are made. The first part of the book introduces the fundamental theories used to describe ordered solids and goes onto detail on concepts applicable to localised energy levels. Then the methods used to determine energy levels particular to perfectly ordered molecular and macromolecular systems are discussed along with a detailed consideration of the effects of quasi-particles. The function of excitons and their transfer between two molecules is studied and, in addition, the problems associated with interfaces and charge injection into resistive media are presented. More technological aspects are covered in the second part, which details the actual methods used to fabricate devices based on organic materials, such as dry etching. The principal characterisation techniques are also highlighted. Specific
attention is paid to visual displays using organic light-emitting diodes; the conversion of photons into electrical energy (the photovoltaic
effect); and for communications and information technologies, the electro-optical modulation of signals.

Fundamentals of Multiaccess Optical Fiber Networks

Begriffswelt der Feldtheorie The second, updated edition of this essential reference book provides a wealth of detail on a wide range of
electronic and photonic materials, starting from fundamentals and building up to advanced topics and applications. Its extensive coverage,
with clear illustrations and applications, carefully selected chapter sequencing and logical flow, makes it very different from other electronic
materials handbooks. It has been written by professionals in the field and instructors who teach the subject at a university or in corporate
laboratories. The Springer Handbook of Electronic and Photonic Materials, second edition, includes practical applications used as examples,
details of experimental techniques, useful tables that summarize equations, and, most importantly, properties of various materials, as well as
an extensive glossary. Along with significant updates to the content and the references, the second edition includes a number of new chapters
such as those covering novel materials and selected applications. This handbook is a valuable resource for graduate students, researchers and
practicing professionals working in the area of electronic, optoelectronic and photonic materials.

Springer Handbook of Electronic and Photonic Materials This classic text introduces engineering students to the first principles of major
phenomena and devices of optoelectronics and optical communication technology. Yariv's first principles approach employs real-life examples
and extensive problems. The text includes separate chapters on quantum well and semiconductor lasers, as well as phase conjugation and its
applications. Optical fiber amplification, signal and noise considerations in optical fiber systems, laser arrays and distributed feedback lasers
all are covered extensively in major sections within chapters.

Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides Since the publication of the first edition of the Handbook of Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) in early
1992, the technology has developed at a rapid rate and the number and scope of its applications and their impact of the market have
increased considerably. This process is now a key factor in many industries such as semiconductors, optoelectronics, optics, cutting tools,
refractory fibers, filters and many others. The size of the CVD market today (1999) is estimated to be at least double that of the market seven
years ago. This second edition of the Handbook is an update with a considerably expanded and revised scope.

Dictionary of Production Engineering/Wörterbuch der Fertigungstechnik/Dictionnaire des Techniques de Production Mechanique Vol IV New,
significant scientific discoveries in laser and photonic technologies, systems perspectives, and integrated design approaches can improve even
further the impact in critical areas of challenge. Yet this knowledge is dispersed across several disciplines and research arenas. Laser and
Photonic Systems: Design and Integration brings together a multidisciplinary group of experts to increase understanding of the ways in which
systems perspectives may influence laser and photonic innovations and application integration. By bringing together chapters from leading
scientists and technologists, industrial and systems engineers, and managers, the book stimulates new thinking that would bring a systems,
network, and system-of-systems perspective to bear on laser and photonic systems applications. The chapters challenge you to explore
opportunities for revolutionary and broader advancements. The authors emphasize the identification of emerging research and application
frontiers where there are promising contributions to lasers, optics, and photonics applications in fields such as manufacturing, healthcare,
security, and communications. The book contains insights from leading researchers, inventors, implementers, and innovators. It explains a
variety of techniques, models, and technologies proven to work with laser and photonic systems, their development, design, and integration.
Such systems are of growing interest to many organizations, given their promise and potential solutions of grand societal challenges. Lastly, the book helps you leverage the knowledge into exciting new frontiers of successful solutions.

Basic Electro-optics for Electrical Engineers For the first time anywhere, these time-tested estimation rules of thumb have been gathered together in a single handy source. Arranged alphabetically according to specialty, this unique book spans the entire spectrum of photonics, from optics to lasers. Scientists and engineers at all levels will want to keep this fast and easy-to-use reference near at hand.

Infrared Optoelectronics

Optoelectronics and Lightwave Technology Intended for senior undergraduate students, a comprehensive account of optical electronics includes the basic principles concerning electromagnetic waves, laser theory, optical wave guides, fiber and integrated optics.

Forthcoming Books The aim of this book is to educate the reader on radiation detectors, from sensor to read-out electronics to application. Relatively new detector materials, such as CdZTe and Cr compensated GaAs, are introduced, along with emerging applications of radiation detectors. This X-ray technology has practical applications in medical, industrial, and security applications. It identifies materials based on their molecular composition, not densities as the traditional transmission equipment does. With chapters written by an international selection of authors from both academia and industry, the book covers a wide range of topics on radiation detectors, which will satisfy the needs of both beginners and experts in the field.

Current Views of Hypothalamic Contributions to the Control of Motivated Behaviors Small molecules and conjugated polymers are the two main types of organic materials used for optoelectronic devices. Organic materials are attractive due to their low cost, the ability to tailor their properties and the ability to integrate them with inorganic semiconductors. The editor and contributors look at the materials used for organic optoelectronics and nonlinear optics, their properties, and methods of their characterization illustrated by physical studies. They then move on to discuss the applications of optoelectronic and nonlinear optical organic materials in devices and include chapters on organic solar cells, electronic memory devices, electronic chemical sensors, electro-optic devices, and other applications.

Handbook of Organic Materials for Optical and (Opto)Electronic Devices

Optoelectronics, an Introduction This book reviews the recent advances and current technologies used to produce microelectronic and optoelectronic devices from compound semiconductors. It provides a complete overview of the technologies necessary to grow bulk single-crystal substrates, grow hetero- or homoeptaxial films, and process advanced devices such as HBT’s, QW diode lasers, etc.

Photodetectors The increasing availability of technologies for interrogating genetically targeted neurons is driving a resurgence of empirical research aimed at determining the structure and function of the neural systems that control motivated behaviors. This has refocused attention on the hypothalamus, whose central role in behavioral control was identified about a century ago. As a result, new insights into hypothalamic contributions to the control of motivated behaviors are emerging, driven not only by the application of new technologies, but also by the application in parallel of iteratively refined established techniques, and increasingly by informatics approaches applied to maturing neuroscience databases. With this renewed interest in decrypting hypothalamic contributions to the control of motivated behaviors, it is timely
to provide an updated overview that bridges current insights and historical foundations.

Semiconductor Radiation Detectors This book is based around the author’s beautiful and sometimes awe-inspiring color images and mosaics of deep-sky objects. The book describes how similar "Hubble class" images can be created by amateur astronomers in their back garden using commercially available telescopes and CCD cameras. Subsequent processing and image enhancement in the "electronic darkroom" is covered in detail as well. A range of telescopes and equipment is considered, from the author’s 11-inch with Hyperstar camera, down to more affordable instruments. Appendices provide links to free software – not available from a single source – and are themselves an invaluable resource.

Semiconductor Physics Optoelectronic Semiconductor Devices is a comprehensive new textbook offering a complete blend of theory and practice. Starting with basic semiconductor theory it moves on through a discussion of light emitters and detectors and then to their actual manufacture. Features of the book include full coverage of basic semiconductors and semiconductor lasers not seen in most optoelectronic textbooks of this level; treatment of all types of detectors, not just pin and avalanche diodes; details of materials and fabrication; and extensive references, conceptual and numerical problems and worked examples. Optoelectronic Semiconductor Devices can be used by undergraduate and postgraduate students in departments of physics or electrical engineering.

Photonics Essentials Written in an easy-to-read style that answers the needs of engineers and facilitates quick comprehension of a wealth of technical data and concepts, Infrared Optoelectronics is an essential source for optical, design, and electrical and electronic engineers.

Laser and Photonic Systems Ideal for students and engineers looking for practical expertise rather than abstract theory; this unique practice-based tutorial explains the workings of photonic applications in common devices; and offers fundamental measurement techniques. --

Essentials of Modern Communications

Photonics Rules of Thumb Fundamentals of Photonics A complete, thoroughly updated, full-color third edition Fundamentals of Photonics, Third Edition is a self-contained and up-to-date introductory-level textbook that thoroughly surveys this rapidly expanding area of engineering and applied physics. Featuring a blend of theory and applications, coverage includes detailed accounts of the primary theories of light, including ray optics, wave optics, electromagnetic optics, and photon optics, as well as the interaction of light and matter. Presented at increasing levels of complexity, preliminary sections build toward more advanced topics, such as Fourier optics and holography, photonic-crystal optics, guided-wave and fiber optics, LEDs and lasers, acousto-optic and electro-optic devices, nonlinear optical devices, ultrafast optics, optical interconnects and switches, and optical fiber communications. The third edition features an entirely new chapter on the optics of metals and plasmonic devices. Each chapter contains highlighted equations, exercises, problems, summaries, and selected reading lists. Examples of real systems are included to emphasize the concepts governing applications of current interest. Each of the twenty-four chapters of the second edition has been thoroughly updated.

Handbook of Compound Semiconductors A world list of books in the English language.
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Waves and Fields in Optoelectronics "It strikes an excellent balance between underlying theory and principles, rigorous derivation of design formulae and description of practical applications, ranging from device to system and network, performances and properties". -- International Journal of Optoelectronics

"I would recommend it as a reference for those seeking to gain a basic understanding of fiber optic access networks and for technical managers who want an up-to-date overview of advances in this technology". -- Laser Focus World

Optical Electronics From fundamental concepts to cutting-edge applications, this is the first encyclopaedic reference of important terms and effects in optoelectronics and photonics. It contains broad coverage of terms and concepts from materials to optical devices and communications systems. Self-contained descriptions of common tools and phenomena are provided for undergraduate and graduate students, scientists, engineers and technicians in industry and laboratories. The book strikes a balance between materials and devices related coverage and systems level terms, and captures key nomenclature used in the field. Equations are used where necessary, and lengthy derivations are avoided. Over 600 clear and self-explanatory illustrations are used to help convey key concepts, and enable readers to quickly grasp important concepts.

Cambridge Illustrated Handbook of Optoelectronics and Photonics Recent advances in the development of low-loss optical fibers have revolutionized the field of telecommunications, and fiber-based networks form a key part of international communications systems. This book introduces the physical principles of optical fibers, and details their use in sensor technology and modern optical communication systems. The authors begin by setting out the basic propagation characteristics of single mode and multimode optical fibers. In later chapters they cover optical sources, optical detectors, and fiber-optic communication system design. They also treat a wide variety of related topics such as doped fiber amplifiers, dispersion compensation, fiber sensors, and measurement techniques for the characterization of optical fibers. The book emphasizes physical and engineering aspects of the subject. It will be an ideal textbook for undergraduate or graduate students taking courses in optical fiber communications, photonics, or optoelectronics.

An Introduction to Fiber Optics Band IV enthält Begriffe und Definitionen aus der Montagetechnik, ihren Methoden, der Organisation sowie der Ablaufüberwachung auf Deutsch, Englisch und Französisch. Neben den rein technischen Begriffen werden auch Themen wie Qualität und Verfügbarkeit einbezogen und außer den spezifischen Fachausdrücken auch wichtige Definitionen aufgenommen. Der Band ist für Spezialisten in der Montagetechnik wie auch im Management konzipiert, die einen internationalen fachlichen Austausch pflegen.

The British National Bibliography From fundamental concepts to cutting-edge applications, this is the first encyclopedic reference of important terms and effects in optoelectronics and photonics. It contains broad coverage of terms and concepts from materials to optical devices and communications systems. Self-contained descriptions of common tools and phenomena are provided for undergraduate and graduate
students, scientists, engineers and technicians in industry and laboratories. The book strikes a balance between materials and devices related coverage and systems level terms, and captures key nomenclature used in the field. Equations are used where necessary, and lengthy derivations are avoided. Over 600 clear and self-explanatory illustrations are used to help convey key concepts, and enable readers to quickly grasp important concepts.


American Journal of Physics Topics covered by this text include imaging, radiometry, source detectors and lasers, with a special emphasis on flux-transfer issues. The author takes a first-order approach so that students and professionals can quickly make the back-of-envelope calculations needed for initial setup of optical apparatus. The target is to help readers solve the practical problems frequently encountered by those new to the field of electro-optics. The text aims to enable readers to answer such questions as: where is the image, how big is it, how much light gets to the detectors, and how small an object is it possible to see?
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